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Turning ON & OFF 

Charging

MindMe Pro Overview

Turn On Turn Off

The MindMe Pro combines a

mobile phone, a GPS device, and

GPRS satellite technologies to

assist in tracking and monitoring

vulnerable individuals in one easy

to use solution

 It is a good idea to keep the charging station next to the wearers bed. That way when the wearer goes

to bed the MindMe Pro can be placed in the charger and be fully charged, ready to go when the wearer

gets up in the morning. This method also helps in create a routine for the wearer as well as the carer. 

The green & blue lights on either side of

the ON button will flash rapidly every 3

seconds when the MindMe connects to

both the mobile and satellite networks. 

The MindMe Pro will automatically turn on

when placed in the charger docking

station, or when the unit is charged using

the micro charging USB cable (see

above/below diagrams). 

Press the

side button

until it

vibrates 

(Green & blue

lights will

flash when

turned on)

NOTE

Before using your MindMe Pro, please

charge the unit for 3-4 hours. 

After charged to 100% the battery will last

up to 72 hours. 

When the battery charge falls below 20%

the MindMe will SMS an alert to all people

programmed on your MindMe Pro. 

Red light

glows when

charging and

turns off

once fully

charged

Blue light remains solid

until fully charged

Place MindMe Pro into

the docking station.

Push down/side to

side until it vibrates

NOTE

Press the side

button and

SOS button

simultaneously

until the

MindMe

vibrates

(Green & Blue

lights will turn

off)

On/Off,

Non-Emergency 

Call button

Micro Charging 

USB

LED 

Indicators 

SOS Button

Microphone

Charging Contacts 

Speaker 
Lanyard Loop 

Overview



SOS Contact

 # 1

A1,0412XXXXXX
Set mobile number 

1 OK!

SOS Contact

 # 2

A2,0412XXXXXX
Set mobile number 

2 OK!

SOS Contact

 # 3

A3,0412XXXXXX
Set mobile number 

3 OK!

SOS Contact

 # 4

A4,0412XXXXXX
Set mobile number 

4 OK!

SOS Contact

 # 5

A5,0412XXXXXX

The MindMe Pro allows up to 5 emergency contacts to be programmed. We recommend that 3 (rather

than 5) emergency contacts are programmed to avoid confusion between carers in the event of an

emergency. 

Emergency services such as '000' can be added as an emergency contact, however, we recommend

that it listed as the final emergency contact on the list.
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Changing Emergency Contacts 

Open an SMS on any mobile

phone. Enter MindMe Pro

mobile number in the 'to'

section of a standard SMS

Emergency contacts can be changed at any time by sending simple commands to the MindMe

Pro mobile number via SMS, see below for instructions:

Enter code & emergency contact #

into the message section of an

SMS, press send (No spaces in

SMS command)

A confirmation SMS will be

received from the MindMe Pro

once successfully programmed

Set mobile number 

5 OK!
Send

Send

Send

Send

Send

NOTE
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Code Emergency contact #
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Using the MindMe Pro

Emergency Procedure

Fall Detection Procedure

Prior to ending an emergency procedure

call, the emergency contact will need to

press 1 on their keypad to stop the call

proceeding the next emergency contact,

then end the call. Alternatively, the wearer

can press the SOS button to end the call.

The MindMe Pro will then register that the

emergency as being managed

Emergency contacts can be either mobiles

and landlines. Only contacts with mobile

phone will receive the SMS’s with the alerts

and a Google Maps link

NOTE

SOS button is pressed

until the MindMe Pro

vibrates. This initiates

the emergency

procedure

Alert SMS is sent to all

emergency contacts

(includes google maps

link, showing real time

location of the MindMe

Pro)

Call cycle begins. First

SOS contact # is called, if

call is unanswered, the

call moves to the next

SOS contact # in

sequence of order

Wearer falls at a 45

degree angle and

remain still for 10

secs

MindMe Pro sends an SMS to

all emergency contacts

advising that a  fall has been

detected (includes google

maps link, showing real time

location of the individual)

Emergency contact

makes a call to

MindMe Pro phone #

to check on wearers

welfare

Turn ON Fall

Detection 

Turn OFF Fall

Detection 

Open an SMS on any mobile

phone. Enter MindMe Pro

mobile number in the 'to'

section of a standard SMS

Enter coding into the message

section of an SMS, press send

(No spaces in SMS command)

The fall detection feature can be

activated or deactivated and can be

changed at any time by sending simple

commands to the MindMe Pro mobile

number via SMS, see below for

instructions:

FL1,1

FL0

Send

Send

Fall detection on!

Fall detection  off!

A confirmation SMS will be

received once successfully

programmed
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GEO Fencing Procedure 

Calling the MindMe Pro

Wearer breaches

the pre-set GEO fencing

virtual perimeter (travels

out/in of perimeter)

Emergency contacts receive a

notification SMS, confirming

when the wearer has breached

the virtual perimeter (travels

out/in of perimeter)

GEO fencing perimeter can be set at a

minimum of 100m from the point location.

i.e. 100m from front gate of house

If the  GEO fencing feature has been

requested upon purchase, please contact

MindMe on 1300 776 907 to assist with

initial setup.

NOTE

Getting a GPS reading

Find the location of MindMe Pro using GPS

Call is made to MindMe

Pro mobile # 

Wearer presses top side

button on MindMe Pro

until device vibrates. 

Designated emergency

contact receives and

answers call. A 

2 way conversation takes

place

MindMe Pro rings twice then

automatically answers. A 2

way conversation takes

place between wearer and

caller

Calling INTO MindMe Pro Calling OUT from MindMe Pro

To get an initial fix for GPS features, use the outdoors or near a window so the MindMe Pro can get a fix on the satellites.

This could take up to 10 minutes.

Open an SMS on any mobile phone.

Enter MindMe Pro mobile number in to

'to' section of a standard SMS

Enter below text into the

message section of an

SMS, press send

loc
Send

Google maps 

link

SMS with google maps link will be received

from the MindMe Pro (tap link to open

google maps to view real time location)
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